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Abstract. This paper focuses on the development of micro-actuators used in data storage fabrication and
advocates new numerical analysis methods to acquire their frequency response characteristics. Two new kinds
of MEMS-based storage micro-actuation principles are presented, by analyzing the characteristics of the fold
flexure manufactured in the micro actuators and a new equivalent numerical model is advocated to simulate
the fold flexure and then transform the total storage micro-actuate mechanism into FEM (Finite element
model) of masses and spring structures. By this new method of model transformation, the frequency response
curves are obtained by simulating the actual work procession and the experiment of natural frequency results
are in good accord with the simulation results.
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1 Introduction

With the continuously enhancing speed of CPU, new storage techniques must be developed. As we know,
magnetic disk storage has been the mainstream on-line secondary storage technology for over 30 years, and
it has reached its physical performance limits due to the super-paramagnetic effect. To obtain a good match
between processors and storage, a new storage with high-density data media, high speed, and low price is
urgently demanded to replace the conventional magnetic-revolving storage.

The MEMS-based date storage actuating device is a micro-mechanism structure constructed within very
small space. It has a lot of reading heads on each data plane of the driver. The comb fingers driver located on
the edge of the micro-actuator offers the driving force, and the smart micro mechanism enables the magnetic
media sled move freely on two- dimensional plane, as is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In MEMS-based storage
device structure, the sled can be actuated by the comb fingers driver to gain larger linear displacement for the
fixed tips to read/write data in parallel rather than by the means of conventional driving in which the current
magnetic disk storage is operated.. Therefore, the speed of data storage can be raised remarkably. The visiting
speed is ten times faster and the power loss is only tenth of that of the current magnetic disks. With high
data storage density, 10GB byte data can be stored within 1 cm2[2]. Two kinds of MEMS-based storage work
principles are presented. The large displacement-driving characteristic of the folded flexure is analyzed, and
an equivalent numerical model is advocated to simulate the fold flexure, based on the model, the FEM of
the total storage driving mechanism is built. The response curves of frequency characteristics are obtained by
simulating their actual working process, which is closely related with the acceleration of the sliding block,
spring stiffness, address-search time, building time, transformation time, utmost bandwidth, energy loss and
reliability. Therefore, it is significant for the structure design of the drivers.
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Fig. 1. The model of data organization of MEMS-based storage

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of two XY -stages with the stacked assembly

2 Presentation of MEMS-based storage

MEMS-based storage device mainly includes the tips which read/write date and high density data media
(as is shown in Fig. 1). It can store 10 GB of data in the size of penny[1, 3]. Sectors are arranged on the storage
media and every sector area is decided by its corresponding tips’ working range in two dimensions. The tips
array read\write data in parallel, so this kind of MEMS-based storage has 100-1GB/sec bandwidth and the
speed of delivering data is much faster than the magnetic disks which work in circumrotating way[2]. The
magnetic media sled is attached upon the fixed tip array, and the tip array can move freely on two-dimensional
plane with the driver, thus allowing the tips to address the media area.

Vertical trench isolation integrated on the movable shuttle, as is shown in Fig. 3, allows independent
excitation of the central stage. As shown in Fig. 2. The tip arrays of MEMS-based storage distribute averagely
on the driver’s board. Every actuator corresponds to one tip or a number of tips, and every actuator can
independently actuate its own tips to read\write data in parallel. We study two examples made in University
of Twente[5].

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of the backside a XY -stage with stacked assembly

The comb fingers-drive offers the driving force to actuate the media sled to move in the directions of
X and Y . The folded flexures are the most important parts in the driver’s structure. It works with the mass
sleds, and the total actuator then has certain frequency characteristics. In order to make the actuator work
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in a steady state, we should program the actuator circuit based on the principle of avoiding working on the
natural frequency. When the driver’s frequency response curves are obtained, we can choose a steady range
for designing for the actuator to work in. So it can be a significant reference for design and optimization of
address-search mode.

3 The large drive displacement characteristic of folded flexure

In order to provide enough space for the disposal of driver’s circuit, to enhance work efficiency and to cut
down the cost, and to reduce the distributed density of the tips, we need to research on the large displacement
characteristic of the folded flexure. The sketch of the fold flexure design is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The
trusses allow expansion or contraction of the beams along the X-axis. Assuming rigid trusses, the spring
constants of the folded flexure design in axial and lateral directions is found as (1), (2)[2, 4].

Fig. 4. Folded flexure

k = 2Eha3/L3 = 2× 190× 109 × 30× 10−6 × (2.4× 10−6)3/(408× 10−6)3 = 2.32N/m (1)

ky = 2Eha/L = 2× 190× 109 × 30× 10−6 × (2.4× 10−6)/(408× 10−6) = 67059N/m (2)

stiffness ratio

kx

ky
=
(
L

b

)2

= 3.459× 10−5 (3)

The special design of the folded flexure strongly reduces the development of axial forces and exhibits a large
linear deflection range in X-axis. Therefore, this design is very suitable for large deflection actuators.

4 Calculation of the frequency response curves of the driver

With complex mechanical structure the driver has, it is considered that the mass sleds can be controlled
if the model is founded by using FEM because the FEM model has its special Excellencies in good similarity
with the driver.

Research indicates that if we found the FEM in the same way as we found the actual actuator, we could
only obtain the natural frequency and mode shape of the beams of folded flexure, so it has no significance in
researching the frequency’s characteristics of the total actuator. The natural frequency is mainly determined
by the cooperation of the masses and its folded flexure, so under the condition of keeping the mechanics
characteristics of the folded flexure it is necessary to transform its model, and then effectively simulate the
actual working process or mode analysis.
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4.1 The spring model of the folded flexure

MEMS based-storage’s driver is a micro mechanism that can be made by eroding silicon[4], and the
folded flexure works as a spring in X-axis and a rigid beam in Y -axis. So the actuator can be considered as
mass sleds and some spring working together. For this reason we consider a new spring model (as is shown
in Fig. 5), which is based on the mechanics involved in the sled movement and takes restoring, damping, and
external forces into account instead of the folded flexure. Where kt = 2kx = 4.64N/m, kg = 1/4ky =

Fig. 5. The spring model of the folded flexure and the equal process

16764.75N/m. The driver works in the frequency range about several kHz, and the main damping force is
brought from air, so we could omit the damping constants, the damping constants in calculating can take zero.

4.2 Simulation

To deal with the folded flexure by the offered spring model, and found the FEM model of the driver,
the driver’s mass can be controlled by setting the element thickness (where h=30um) and material density
(2330kg/m3), and the displacement DOFs (Degrees of Freedom) can be controlled to simulate the actual
boundary conditions. Through calculating, the first and second natural frequencies are both 826.25Hz with its
mode shape (as shown in Fig. 6). The following mode shapes begin to present circumrotation of center mass
and furcation of ambient masses which occur with very low possibility, so we needn’t consider the following
natural frequency and mode shapes. For the reason of the structure symmetry, the first and second mode’s
essence is same, and the only difference between them is sled’s moving directions.

Fig. 6. FEM and mode shapes of actuator 1

The comb fingers-driver provide the force to actuate the sled to move in the directions of X and Y , so we
can simulate three work situations of the actuator by loading the force on the edge of FEM model. To calculate
the frequency response curve of the actuator, the harmonic load used on the edge of sleds can be F · sin (2πf),
suppose the largest displacement of the sled’s center is 40um, the F can be 1 × 10−7 N, frequency range is
0-4000Hz[5], step pace is 80Hz. The frequency response curve of the driver shows the displacement (UX and
UY ) of the actuator center calculated through the actual three actuate conditions (as shown in Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Actuate directions and the result of the center of actuator-1 displacement vs. frequency (condition 1 is in X ,
condition 2 is in Y , condition 3 are both in the directions of X and Y )

From Fig. 6, the magnitude at the natural frequency can attain 15um, in the third working state, the
response line of UX and UY is superposed. The experiment results are acquired by using microscope to
observe the maximal displacement of the actuator center, and the actuate frequency is recorded at the same
time[5], the natural frequency is 850Hz and the mode shape is the same as simulation result.

In order to check the spring model is useful for all this kind of folded flexure, the second driver’s fre-
quency characteristic has been calculated based on the same spring model. Where kt = 2kx = 0.8115N/m,
kg = 1/4ky = 9375N/m.

The calculated model and the result of natural frequency with mode shape are shown in Fig. 8. The first
natural frequency is 1125.9Hz; the second natural frequency is 1558.7Hz.

Fig. 8. The FEM model and mode shapes of actuator-2

To calculate with the same method as the driver 1, the actuate force on the edge of sled is loaded with the
consideration of displacement condition, and the method of harmonic response can be used to gain the natural
frequency characteristic, the F used here is also 1× 10−7N, the frequency range is 0 ∼ 4000Hz, step pace is
80Hz. The actuate force direction and the result of the center of actuator displacement vs. frequency is shown
in Fig. 9.

Due to asymmetry of the structure, the second actuator shows different frequency characteristics in differ-
ent directions, by observing the experiment with a microscope[5], the first natural frequency is about 1100Hz,
the second natural frequency is about 1500Hz, and the correctness of the model is testified.
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Fig. 9. Actuate directions and the result of the center of actuator-2 displacement vs. frequency (condition 1 is in X ,
condition 2 is in Y , condition 3 are both in directions of X and Y )

5 Conclusion

In the process of exploiting MEMS based storage’s two dimensions driver, we should consider some
important things, such as about as size, the speed of data storage, acceleration of driver’s slide clump, spring
constant of the folded flexure, seek time, power consume is correlative to driver’s resonance frequency.

We transform the folded flexure into a kind of special spring structure that has two kinds of spring
constants designed in axial and lateral directions. The model of the driver is founded based on FEM and the
resonance frequency is calculated. The result obtained by the calculation is in good accord with the result
of the experiment. It offers a valuable numerical method for the research of MEMS-based storage driver;
we could simulate various states of the driver and take a good look at the driver’s dynamic characteristic. It
will become a valuable numerical reference for the optimization of the driver’s structureseek time and drive
program. So it can reduce a lot of time and cost in research.
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